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Abstract
We study the Poisson bracket algebra of the N = 2 supersymmetric
chiral WZNW model in superspace. It involves two classical r-matrices,
one of which comes from the geometrical constraints implied by N = 2
supersymmetry. The phase space itself consists of superfields satisfying
constraints involving this r-matrix. An attempt is made to relax these
constraints. The symmetries of the model are investigated.
a)URA 14-36 du CNRS, associe´e a` l’ENS de Lyon et au LAPP
Introduction
It is well-known that the exchange algebra of the chiral WZNW model involves a
classical r-matrix [1, 2, 3]. This model possesses a Poisson-Lie symmetry which
is the classical counterpart of the quantum group symmetries [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. In
this paper we shall consider the N = 2 supersymmetric extension of this model.
In contrast with the N = 1 supersymmetric extension of a non-linear σ-model,
the N = 2 extension requires some geometrical properties of the target manifold.
These conditions were found in [9] for target spaces without torsion, then in
[10, 11, 12, 13] for target spaces with torsion and specialized in [14, 15, 16] for
the case of parallelized group manifolds. In this last case, these conditions were
recently reformulated in terms of Manin triples [17, 18, 19]. In particular the
existence of a N = 2 WZNW model on G requires the existence of two Manin
triples induced by two r-matrices.
The geometrical properties of supersymmetric models are usually more trans-
parent when formulated in the appropriate superspace, where the invariance un-
der supersymmetry is explicit. Formulating the N = 2 WZNW model in super-
space [20] leads to constrain each supercurrent to belong to one of the isotropic
subalgebras present in the Manin triples. In this article, we focus on the study
in superspace of the chiral WZNW model. The phase space variables are con-
strained (2, 0) superfields taking value in the group G, together with the usual
monodromy. The Poisson bracket involves the r-matrix of the bosonic exchange
algebra, together with the r-matrix defining the Manin triple. Only this last
r-matrix is present in the Poisson brackets of the currents, which are shown to
coincide with the classical limit of [21]. Although this Poisson bracket is com-
patible with the constraints on the N=2 superfields, the Jacobi identity works
without any use of these constraints. It is thus possible to consider an enlarged
phase space made of general (2,0) superfields. We construct an energy-momentum
tensor which Poisson bracket form, both in the constrained and non-constrained
cases, a classical N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra. However, only in the constrained
case do the field equations reduce to chirality conditions.
A consequence of the constraints is that the N = 2 WZNW model is not
invariant under the whole of N = 2 loop group transformations. We compute
a convenient form of the infinitesimal loop transformations consistent with the
constraints. The Grassman coordinates of the superspace appear explicitly in
their expression, and thus they are not superfields [20]. The moment map corre-
sponding to these transformations is given.
In [20, 22] it was proposed to restore the commutation of these transforma-
tions by adding a compensating transformation of the r-matrix which appear
in the Manin triple. This procedure is reminiscent of the action of a Poisson-
Lie group (such groups are closely related to r-matrices) on a Poisson manifold.
Such an action is a symmetry only because the parameters of the transformation
carry their own Poisson bracket. This suggests that one could perhaps consider
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all N = 2 loop group transformations as symmetries if they act as Poisson-Lie
transformations. However, since these transformations do not preserve the con-
straints, we have to consider the unconstrained phase space. Indeed there is in
this phase space a Poisson-Lie action of N = 2 loop transformations. But since
we do not have a clear understanding of the field equations there, this program
cannot be considered as completed.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 1 and 2 we review the WZNW
model as a non-linear σ-model, and its chiral counterpart. In section 3 we recall
the properties of the N = 1 extension of these models using N = 1 superspace
and superfields. In section 4 we recall how the existence of an N = 2 extension
is related to the existence of a Manin triple. Then in section 5 we formulate the
equations of the model in N = 2 superspace and compute the exchange algebra
of the chiral N = 2 WZNW model in section 6. The appendix contains the
definitions and some properties of the extended supersymmetric Dirac and sign
distributions.
1 The WZNW model
1.1 The WZNW model as a non-linear σ-model
The two-dimensional WZNW model [23] is defined by the action
S[g] ≡ −(8π)−1k
∫
M
tr(g−1∂µg)(g
−1∂µg)dx0dx1 + (12π)−1k
∫
d−1tr(g−1dg)3
(1.1)
where g is a map from the cylinder M to a semi-simple Lie group manifold G
with corresponding Lie algebra G,
g(x0, x1 + 2π) = g(x0, x1). (1.2)
The light-cone coordinates of the world-sheetM will be denoted by x±± = x0±x1
where the index refers to the Lorentz weight carried by the coordinate. The
corresponding derivatives read ∂±± ≡
1
2
(∂0± ∂1). When written in terms of local
coordinates ϕi on G, the action (1.1) takes the usual non-linear σ-model form
S[ϕ] ≡
∫
M
dx++dx−−(gij + bij)(ϕ)∂++ϕ
i∂−−ϕ
j , (1.3)
where gij and T kij ≡
1
2
gkl(bil,j + blj,i + bji,l) are respectively the metric and the
torsion on G. Denoting by Li ≡ g−1∂ig, Ri ≡ ∂igg−1 the left- and right-invariant
vielbeins, one finds:
gij = −tr(LiLj), T
k
ij =
1
2
tr(Lk(∂iLj − ∂jLi)). (1.4)
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In the following we denote by Γkij the Christoffel connection associated to the
metric gij. Let {Ta} be a basis of G, Li = Lai Ta, Ri = R
a
i Ta. We may then define
two sets of tangent space coordinates for a vector V:
V aL ≡ L
a
iV
i and V aR ≡ R
a
iV
i. (1.5)
The tangent space metric is gab = −tr(TaTb), while the tangent space compo-
nents of the torsion are proportional to the structure constants of G.
1.2 Equations of motion and their solutions
The classical equations of motion are
∂−−(g
−1∂++g) = 0⇔ ∂++(∂−−gg
−1) = 0. (1.6)
Their general solution is a superposition of left- and right- movers:
g(x0, x1) = gL(−x
−−)gR(x
++). (1.7)
From the periodicity of g we deduce that the monodromies of gL and gR defined
as γL(x
−−) ≡ g−1L (−x
−−)gL(−x−− + 2π) and γR(x++) ≡ gR(x++)g
−1
R (x
++ + 2π)
are equal and therefore constant,
γL(x
−−) = γR(x
++) = γ. (1.8)
We denote the left invariant currents by j0,1 = g
−1∂0,1g, and the chiral currents
by jL ≡ ∂−−gg−1, jR ≡ g−1∂++g.
2 The chiral WZNW model
We follow here the approach of [5, 4, 6].
2.1 Definition, phase space
The phase space P of the WZNW model may also be parameterized by the func-
tions gL, gR and their monodromy γ. But these functions are not uniquely fixed
by a given solution g(x, t) since (gL, gR, γ) and (gLg
−1
0 , g0gR, g0γg
−1
0 ) for constant
elements g0 ∈ G give the same solution. Introducing the phase spaces PL (PR) of
left- (right-)movers as the spaces of smooth maps gL (gR) with monodromies γL
(γR), and denoting by ∆ the subset of PL×PR with equal monodromies γL = γR,
we have P = ∆/G where G acts by
(gL, gR, γ)→ (gLg
−1
0 , g0gR, g0γg
−1
0 ). (2.1)
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In the following we shall consider the left- and right-movers separately and
regard the phase space P as a symplectic quotient of a larger space PL × PR in
which we relax the constraint that the monodromy of gL and gR be the same.
The symplectic 2-form of the WZNW model may be divided into two terms, ΩL
and ΩR. In this process there appear a 2-form ρ on G which has to be chosen
such that
dΩR = −(12π)
−1tr(dγRγ
−1
R )
3 − (4π)−1dρ(γR) = 0. (2.2)
If rc is a classical r-matrix on G, then a possible choice for the 2-form ρ
is given in terms of the decomposition γ = (γ−)−1γ+ induced by rc as [5, 26]:
ρ(γ) ≡ tr(dγ−(γ−)−1 ∧ dγ+(γ+)−1). Such a choice leads to the following Poisson
bracket on PR:
{gR1(x), gR2(y)} =
1
2
(rc12 + C12 ε
0
xy)gR1(x)gR2(y) (2.3)
{gR1(x), γR2} = (rc
+γR2 − γR2rc
−)gR1(x) (2.4)
{γR1, γR2} = rc
+γR1γR2 − γR1rc
+γR2 − γR2rc
−γR1 + γR1γR2rc
− (2.5)
where C is the Casimir operator, |x − y| < 2π and ε0 is the sign distribution
defined in the appendix. PR equipped with this Poisson bracket is known as the
chiral WZNW model [2, 3, 1, 24, 8].
It is useful to recall how the Jacobi identity is satisfied by the bracket (2.3),
and later compare with theN = 2 case. The sum {{gR1(x), gR2(y)}, gR3(z)}+c.p.,
takes the form
1
4
A123(x, y, z)gR1(x)gR2(y)gR3(z) + c.p. (2.6)
where A splits into three parts. The terms independent of rc are
ε0xyC12(ε
0
xzC13 + ε
0
yzC23) + c.p. = (ε
0
xyε
0
xz + c.p.)[C12, C13]. (2.7)
The terms linear in rc automatically vanish, whereas the terms quadratic in rc
give the left hand side of the classical modified Yang-Baxter equation: [rc12, rc13]+
[rc12, rc23] + [rc13, rc23] = −[C12, C13]. Finally one obtains
A123(x, y, z) = (ε
0
xyε
0
xz + ε
0
yzε
0
yx + ε
0
zxε
0
zy − 1)[C12, C13] = 0 (2.8)
where we have used the fundamental property (A.1) given in the appendix of the
sign distribution ε0.
2.2 Symmetries of the chiral WZNW model
The chiral WZNW model possesses a rich symmetry structure.
The conformal symmetry is parametrized by monotonous maps f : R → R
acting on the chiral field gR as: gR → gR ◦ f . It is generated at the infinitesimal
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level by the energy momentum tensor T = −1
2
trj2R. The Hamiltonian of the chiral
WZNW model is given by H =
∫
dxT . It leads to the equation of motion
∂tgR = {gR, H} ⇔ ∂−−gR = 0, (2.9)
The model is also invariant under a loop group symmetry. The infinitesimal
action of the loop group LG is given by δgR = gRω(x
++), where ω is a 2π-periodic
function taking its values in the Lie algebra of G. It is generated by the currents
jR. Finally, there is also a Poisson-Lie symmetry. It is given by the left action of
the Poisson-Lie group GPL equipped with the Sklyanin bracket, i.e.
GPL × PR ∋ (h, gR)→ hgR ∈ PR (2.10)
where
{h1, h2} =
[
rc
±
12, h1h2
]
. (2.11)
The Hamiltonian is invariant under this action, and the Poisson brackets (2.3)
transform covariantly. The moment map is given by [5]
gR → (γ
+
R , γ
−
R) ∈ G
∗
PL (2.12)
where γR = (γ
−
R)
−1γ+R . The Poisson brackets of γ
+
R with the phase space variables
gR(y) is given by
{γR
+
1 , gR2(y)} = −γR
+
1 rc
+
12g2(y), (2.13)
{γR
−
1 , gR2(y)} = −γR
−
1 rc
−
12g2(y), (2.14)
so that the infinitesimal action of GPL is
tr1(λ1(γR
+
1 )
−1{γR
+
1 , gR2(y)}) = rc
−(λ)gR. (2.15)
3 The N = 1 WZNW model
The goal of this section is to review the construction and the properties of the
N = 1 WZNW model: within the framework of N = 1 superfields and super-
space, one can construct an explicitly supersymmetric invariant action. Then one
immediately finds that the properties of the N = 1 model are similar to the ones
of the bosonic model.
3.1 N = 1 superspace
The generators of the N = 1 supersymmetry algebra will be denoted by Q1+,−,
{Q1+, Q
1
+} = −2∂++, {Q
1
−, Q
1
−} = −2∂−−, {Q
1
+, Q
1
−} = 0. (3.1)
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The coordinates of the N = 1 superspace M are (x++, x−−, θ+1 , θ
−
1 ). The super-
symmetry generators Q1± may then be realized as
Q1± =
∂
∂θ±1
− θ±1 ∂±±. (3.2)
The spinor covariant derivatives D1+,−, anticommuting with the supersymmetry
generators, are
D1± =
∂
∂θ±1
+ θ±1 ∂±±. (3.3)
The (1, 1) superfields φi(x, θ+1 , θ
−
1 ) have as lowest component the ordinary field
φi(x, 0, 0) = ϕi(x). The (1, 1) supersymmetry transformations are
δ1ǫφ
i ≡ ǫ+Q1+φ
i + ǫ−Q1−φ
i. (3.4)
The manifestly N = 1 invariant action which may be seen as a supersymmetriza-
tion of (1.3) is obtained by replacing the integration on M by an integration on
the superspace M, the fields ϕi by the superfields φi and the vector derivatives
by covariant spinor derivatives:
S[φ] ≡
∫
M
dx++dx−−dθ+1 dθ
−
1 (gij + bij)(φ)D
1
+φ
iD1−φ
j . (3.5)
In the case of the WZNW nodel, this may be written in terms of the group valued
superfield g : M→ G, which we will denote by the same letter as the ordinary
field in (1.1),
S[g] =
∫
M
d2xd2θ1tr[(g
−1D1+g)(g
−1D1−g)
+
∫
dt(g−1∂tg)((g
−1D1+g)(g
−1D1−g) + (g
−1D1−g)(g
−1D1+g))]. (3.6)
Notice that the superfield g still belongs to the group G. We will not consider
here the case of a supergroup. From the action (3.6) we derive the equations of
motion
D1−(g
−1D1+g) = 0⇔ D
1
+(D
1
−gg
−1) = 0. (3.7)
The general solution is still given by a superposition of left- and right-movers
g(x±±, θ±1 ) = gL(−x
−−, θ−1 )gR(x
++, θ+1 ) of constant and equal monodromies (and
therefore equal to the monodromies of the underlying bosonic WZNW model).
The supercurrents jL ≡ D1−gg
−1 and jR ≡ g−1D1+g have the following Poisson
brackets (see the appendix for notations)
{jL1(x), jL2(y)} = − [C12, jL1(x)] δ
1
xy − C12D
1
+x
δ1xy, (3.8)
{jR1(x), jR2(y)} = − [C12, jR1(x)] δ
1
xy + C12D
1
+x
δ1xy, (3.9)
{jL1(x), jR2(y)} = 0 (3.10)
which means that the phase space of the N = 1 WZNW model contains two
commuting copies of an N = 1 Kac-Moody algebra.
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3.2 The N = 1 chiral WZNW model and its symmetries
Exactly the same steps as in the bosonic case lead to the chiral Poisson brackets
{gR1(x), gR2(y)} =
1
2
(rc12 +C12 ε
1
xy)gR1(x)gR2(y), (3.11)
{gR1(x), γR2} = (rc
+γR2 − γR2rc
−)gR1(x), (3.12)
{γR1, γR2} = rc
+γR1γR2 − γR1rc
+γR2 − γR2rc
−γR1 + γR1γR2rc
−. (3.13)
where |x− y| < 2π and ε1 is the (1, 0) sign distribution defined in the appendix.
Again the N = 1 chiral WZNW model possesses a rich symmetry structure which
we briefly review. The N = 1 superconformal symmetry acts at the infinitesimal
level by δgR ≡ ǫ∂gR +
1
2
DǫDgR. The corresponding moment map is given by the
superconformal energy momentum tensor
T ≡
1
3
tr(j3R) +
1
2
tr(jRDjR) (3.14)
and the Hamiltonian is H ≡
∫
dxdθ+1 T . The N = 1 loop group symmetry corre-
sponds to right translations generated by the current jR. Finally, the Poisson-Lie
symmetry corresponding to the action of GPL is the same as in the bosonic case.
It is still generated by the monodromy.
In conclusion for any group G we can always construct an N = 1 extension
of the bosonic WZNW model. We are now in position to consider the N = 2
extension.
4 The N = 2 WZNW model
4.1 Conditions on the geometry
We now want to make the action (3.5) invariant under two additional supersym-
metries forming with the previous ones an N = 2 supersymmetry algebra with
SO(1, 1) automorphism group:
{Q1±, Q
1
±} = −2∂±±, {Q
2
±, Q
2
±} = +2∂±±, {Q
1
±, Q
2
±} = 0. (4.1)
In contrast to the N = 1 case, the existence of an extended supersymmetry
requires some conditions on the geometry of the target manifold. These conditions
have been studied in [9] for a target space without torsion and in [10, 11, 12, 13]
for a target space with torsion. The particular case of a group manifold was
studied in [14, 15, 16]. Let us recall how these conditions come out. The most
general form of a second supersymmetry transformation commuting with the first
one is:
δ2ǫφ
i ≡ ǫ+Ri j(φ)D
1
+φ
j + ǫ−R˜i j(φ)D
1
−φ
j (4.2)
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where R and R˜ are tensors. The invariance of the action (3.5) under (4.2) implies
first
gikR
k
j = −gkjR
k
i and gikR˜
k
j = −gkjR˜
k
i. (4.3)
Second, R and R˜ have to be covariantly constant with respect to different con-
nections:
D−i R
j
k = 0 and D
+
i R˜
j
k = 0 (4.4)
where D±i Vj ≡ ∂iVj + (Γ
k
ij ± T
k
ij )Vk. Next, requiring the supersymmetry algebra
(4.1) to be satisfied by the new transformations (4.2) leads to
R2 = 1 and R˜2 = 1, (4.5)
and to the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor of R and R˜
N ijk(R) = R
l
[kR
i
j],l −R
l
[j,k]R
i
l = 0, N
i
jk(R˜) = 0. (4.6)
If we further require the supersymmetry algebra to close without any use of the
equations of motion, we find one more condition:[
R, R˜
]
= 0. (4.7)
4.2 The Nijenhuis tensor and the modified Yang-Baxter
equation
The conditions just written and their solutions were studied in great detail, in the
case of a supersymmetry algebra with SO(2) automorphism group, in [14, 15, 16],
which we now follow. The first step is to use the covariant constancy ofR together
with the vanishing of the Nijenhuis tensor to find an equation involving R and
the torsion coefficients:
T ijk + T
i
lmR
l
jR
m
k − T
m
jl R
i
mR
l
k − T
m
lk R
i
mR
l
j = 0. (4.8)
There is an identical equation involving R˜. It is easier to carry out the discussion
in the tangent space, which here is the Lie algebra G. We define
rab = L
a
iL
j
bR
i
j, r˜
a
b = R
a
iR
j
bR˜
i
j , (4.9)
where we have used the notations of section 1.1.
In tangent space the conditions (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and (4.8) become respec-
tively:
gabr
b
c = −gbcr
b
a, ∂ir
a
b = 0, r
a
br
b
c = 1, (4.10)
f abc + f
a
de r
d
br
e
c − f
e
bd r
a
er
d
c − f
e
dc r
a
er
d
b = 0. (4.11)
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Equivalently, we may define a linear operator r on G by r(Ta) ≡ rbaTb. Then, for
any M and N in G we have
trr(M)N = −trMr(N), ∂ir = 0, r2(M) = M, (4.12)
[r(M), r(N)]− r [M, r(N)]− r [r(M), N ] = − [M,N ] . (4.13)
There are identical equations for r˜. The last condition is the modified Yang-
Baxter equation. The matrix r is thus a classical antisymmetric r-matrix, with
the extra requirement that the square of r is the identity. Finally if we require that
the supersymmetry algebra closes without any use of the equations of motion,
condition (4.7) becomes [
r, Ad(g)r˜Ad(g−1)
]
= 0, ∀g ∈ G. (4.14)
Since the square of r is the identity, its eigenvalues are ±1, and we denote by
G± the two eigenspaces. Then conditions (4.12,4.13) mean that both G+ and G−
are isotropic subalgebras of the Lie algebra G. A subalgebra is isotropic if the
restriction of the invariant quadratic form to it vanishes. The data (G,G+,G−)
is called a Manin triple. This interpretation of the constraints associated with
N = 2 supersymmetry was given and used by Parkhomenko [17] and further by
Getzler [18].
When G is a complex reductive Lie algebra, the results obtained in [14] may
be applied to the construction of triples. The only condition for the existence of
solutions is that the Lie algebra G should be even dimensional. The construction
of triples goes as follows. First choose a Cartan decomposition of G, G = N− ⊕
H ⊕ N+. Then decompose the Cartan subalgebra H as H = H+ ⊕ H−, with
dimH+ = dimH−, and H± isotropic. Then one may take G± ≡ N± ⊕ H±, and
any triple may be obtained in this way. The r-matrix associated to a given triple
generically do not act on the real forms of the complex Lie algebra G. However, if
one may find a basis of G+ and a basis of G− such that all structure constants are
real, then the real linear combinations of these basis elements form a real algebra
on which r acts. In other words, this real form does admit a Manin triple. This
possibility will be realized on non-simple real algebras which are sum of two (not
necessarily simple) algebras of equal ranks. Finally, it was proved in [27] that the
only complex Lie groups admitting two solutions of the system (4.12,4.13) and
verifying (4.14) are (SL(2) ⊗ GL(1))n ⊗ GL(1)2q. Only for these groups, or for
real forms of this group, does the supersymmetry algebra close without the use
of the equations of motion. Since it is so restrictive, we shall not require in the
following constraint (4.14) to hold.
5 The N = 2 WZNW in (2, 2) superspace
The goal of the next sections is to exhibit the properties of the N = 2 WZNW
model such as equations of motion, constraints, symmetries, Poisson brackets.
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This work will be carried out in the (2, 2) superspace in order to make explicit
the N = 2 invariance of the model.
5.1 Equations and constraints
We have to write all the equations defining the model in terms of (2, 2) superfields.
More precisely, we add anti-commuting coordinates (θ+2 , θ
−
2 ) which form with
(x±±, θ±1 ) the (2, 2) superspace. Then we define Q
2
± and D
2
± by
Q2± =
∂
∂θ±2
+ θ±2 ∂±±, D
2
± =
∂
∂θ±2
− θ±2 ∂±±. (5.1)
The (1, 1) and (2, 2) superfields will be respectively denoted by lowercase and
uppercase letters such that C(x, θ±1 , θ
±
2 )|θ±
2
=0 = c(x, θ
±
1 ). In the (1, 1) superspace
the equations of motion are D1+(D
1
−gg
−1) = 0. This requires the (2,2) superfield
G to satisfy the equation of motion
D1+(D
1
−GG
−1) = 0, (5.2)
such that we recover the previous equation of motion when θ±2 = 0. In super-
space, the second supersymmetry transformations are realized with the help of
the derivatives Q2±. The transformation of the (2, 2) superfield Φ
i gives, when
θ2 = 0, the transformation of its N = 1 component φ
i, for which we already have
an expression in equation (4.2) . The equality of these two expressions leads to
constraints on the N = 2 superfields. More precisely, if we consider for the time
being only the ǫ+ transformation, Φi transforms as δ2ǫΦ
i ≡ ǫ+Q2+Φ
i which gives
δ2ǫφ
i = (δ2ǫΦ
i)θ±
2
=0 = ǫ
+(Q2+Φ
i)θ±
2
=0 = ǫ
+(D2+Φ
i)θ±
2
=0. (5.3)
But we have already found in eq.(4.2) the expression
δ2ǫφ
i ≡ ǫ+Ri jD
1
+φ
j = ǫ+(Ri jD
1
+Φ
j)θ±
2
=0 (5.4)
Equating the right-hand sides of eqs.(5.3) and (5.4) leads to the constraints
(D2+Φ
i)θ±
2
=0 = (R
i
jD
1
+Φ
j)θ±
2
=0 (5.5)
(D2−Φ
i)θ±
2
=0 = (R˜
i
jD
1
−Φ
j)θ±
2
=0 (5.6)
which we have to extend to the whole superspace for consistency with N = 2
supersymmetry. Using equation (4.9) , we then find that the group valued
superfield G satisfies the constraints
G−1D2+G = r(G
−1D1+G), (5.7)
D2−GG
−1 = r˜(D1−GG
−1) (5.8)
together with the equation of motion (5.2). In fact, taking into account the
constraints, we may write the equations of motion in the more symmetric form
Di+(D
j
−GG
−1) = 0⇔ Di−(G
−1Dj+G) = 0, i, j = 1, 2. (5.9)
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5.2 Constraints and dynamics
The next step for the construction of a theory explicitly invariant under N = 2
supersymmetry would be the construction of an action involving (2, 2) superfields,
as it was done in the N = 1 case. This is a difficult task since, as we will now
show, the constraints (5.7) and (5.8) imply the equation of motion (5.9). Let us
start from the identity
Di−(G
−1Dj+G) = −G
−1Dj+(D
i
−GG
−1)G = −Ad(G)Dj+(D
i
−GG
−1) (5.10)
which relates one constraint to the other. Starting from the constraint (5.7) we
have
D1−(G
−1D1+G) = r(D
1
−(G
−1D2+G)). (5.11)
Then, using the relation (5.10) with i = 1, j = 2 and the constraint (5.8), we find
D1−(G
−1D1+G) = −r{Ad(G)r˜
[
D2+(D
2
−GG
−1)
]
}. (5.12)
Using once again the relation (5.10) with i = j = 2 leads to
D1−(G
−1D1+G) = rAd(G)r˜Ad(G
−1){D2−(G
−1D2+G)}. (5.13)
Repeating exactly the same operations will again permute 1 and 2 and give
D1−(G
−1D1+G) = (rAd(G)r˜Ad(G
−1))2{D1−(G
−1D1+G)} (5.14)
which may be written as[
r, Ad(G)r˜Ad(G−1)
]
(D1−(G
−1D1+G)) = 0. (5.15)
Thus, the condition for the constraints (5.8,5.7) not to imply the equation
of motion is the same as the condition (4.14) found in N = 1 superspace for
the extended supersymmetry algebra to close without the use of the equations of
motion. It is only in this case that an explicitly supersymmetric action is known.
Such an action was constructed for the case of SU(2) ⊗ U(1) in [28, 27]. In all
other cases, the constraints imply at least part of the equations of motion, and
no explicitly invariant action is known. In the next section we shall study the
properties of the model using the constraints and the equation of motion.
5.3 Chiral derivatives
From now on we shall make the simplifying choice r ≡ r˜ ≡ rm. Let us define
r±m ≡
1
2
(rm ± Id). For any element a ∈ G we write a(±) = r±m(a), so that
a = a(+) − a(−). We define θ+ ≡ θ+1 + θ
+
2 , θ¯
+ ≡ θ+1 − θ
+
2 and the chiral D± and
anti-chiral D¯± derivatives:
D± ≡
1
2
(D1± +D
2
±) and D¯± ≡
1
2
(D1± −D
2
±). (5.16)
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They satisfy (D±)
2 = 0, (D¯±)
2 = 0 and {D±, D¯±} = ∂±±. The corresponding
supercurrents are
J+ = G
−1D+G, J¯+ = G
−1D¯+G. (5.17)
From this definition (5.17) of the chiral supercurrents and from the properties
of the chiral spinor derivatives we deduce that J+ and J¯+ satisfy the non-linear
constraints
D+J+ + J+J+ = 0, D¯+J¯+ + J¯+J¯+ = 0. (5.18)
Moreover, from eq.(5.7-5.8) we find that J+ and J¯+ satisfy the linear constraints
J
(−)
+ = 0 and J¯
(+)
+ = 0. (5.19)
The property that G+ and G− are algebras ensures the consistency of these two
sets of constraints. Finally, the equations of motion may be written as
D−J+ = D¯−J+ = D−J¯+ = D¯−J¯+ = 0. (5.20)
5.4 Solutions of the equations of motion
As in the bosonic and N = 1 cases, the general solution of the equation of motion
is a superposition of left- and right-movers with constant and equal monodromies:
G(x±, θ±1 , θ
±
2 ) = GL(−x
−−, θ−1,2)GR(x
++, θ+1,2) (5.21)
constrained by
r−m(G
−1
R D+GR) = 0 and r
+
m(G
−1
R D¯+GR) = 0, (5.22)
r−m(D−GLG
−1
L ) = 0 and r
+
m(D¯−GLG
−1
L ) = 0. (5.23)
It is natural in order to solve the constraints (5.22) on GR to use the decompo-
sition GR = G
(−)
R G
(+)
R induced by rm. However if the first one gives D+G
(−)
R = 0,
the second one is much more complicated to solve. Therefore, it may be inter-
esting to decompose also GR in the opposite way, GR = G˜
(+)
R G˜
(−)
R . Then the
constraints give
D+G
(−)
R = 0 and D¯+G˜
(+)
R = 0 (5.24)
while G
(+)
R and G˜
(−)
R are determined in terms of G
(−)
R and G˜
(+)
R through the fac-
torization problem
(G˜
(+)
R )
−1G
(−)
R = G˜
(−)
R (G
(+)
R )
−1. (5.25)
5.5 Loop group transformations
We now wish to study the symmetries of the model, starting with the loop group
symmetry already present in the N = 1 case. It will be instructive to come back
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to the N = 1 superspace, and consider an infinitesimal global right translation,
δαg = gα, together with a second supersymmetry transformation,
δ2ǫ g ≡ ǫ
+grm(j
1
+), j
1
+ = g
−1D1+g. (5.26)
The commutator of two such transformations reads[
δ2ǫ , δα
]
g = ǫ+g
([
rm(j
1
+), α
]
− rm
[
j1+, α
])
. (5.27)
Therefore, in general, the N = 1 loop group symmetry does not commute with
the second supersymmetry. The only case where the commutator vanishes is if
α belongs to the Cartan subalgebra entering into the construction of the matrix
rm in section 4. A consequence is that in the N = 2 superspace, the parameter
of the loop group symmetry, as we shall now see, is not an N = 2 superfield.
More precisely, the generalization of the N = 1 loop group symmetry in the
(2, 2) superspace is δΩG ≡ GΩ. Such a transformation is a symmetry if it leaves
the constraints (5.7), (5.8) and the equations of motion (5.2) invariant. This
leads to
rm
−(D+Ω + [J+,Ω]) = 0, rm
+(D¯+Ω + [J¯+,Ω]) = 0, (5.28)
together with D−Ω = D¯−Ω = 0. A convenient parametrization for the solutions
of these equations is
Ω = ω + (θ+ − θ¯+)(
[
J¯+, ω
](+)
+ [J+, ω]
(−)), (5.29)
with
D−ω = D¯−ω = 0, (5.30)
D+ω
(−) = D¯+ω
(+) = 0. (5.31)
One then finds that the commutator of two such transformations is given by
[δΩ1 , δΩ2 ] = δΩ with
ω = −D¯+{(θ
+ − θ¯+) [ω1, ω2]
(+)}+D+{(θ
+ − θ¯+) [ω1, ω2]
(−)}. (5.32)
It is clear from eq.(5.29) that the loop group parameters are not superfields
except, as we have already seen, when ω belongs to the Cartan subalgebra H, in
which case Ω = ω. We shall find in the next section the currents generating these
transformations.
6 The N = 2 chiral WZNW model
We now study the Poisson brackets of the chiral N = 2 WZNW model in su-
perspace, which is the main result of this article. From it we shall recover the
classical limit of the operator products expansions of the currents found in [21].
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6.1 Poisson brackets of the group elements
The phase space of the chiral N = 2 WZNW model is given by a superfield
G(x, θ1, θ2) satisfying the constraints
r−m(G
−1DG) = 0 and r+m(G
−1D¯G) = 0, (6.1)
and with constant monodromy γ. The expression of the Poisson brackets may be
found by expanding G in components:
G(x, θ1,2) = g(x, θ1)(1 + θ2ψ(x, θ1)). (6.2)
such that g = G|θ2=0 belongs to the phase space of a chiral N = 1 WZNW
model and carries the Poisson bracket (3.11-3.13). The constraint G−1D2G =
rm(G
−1D1G) at θ2 = 0 then determines ψ in terms of g, ψ = rm(g
−1D1g) = rm(j),
so that the (2, 2) superfield G only depends on the (1, 1) superfield g:
G = g(1 + θ2rm(j)). (6.3)
We can then compute the Poisson bracket of G from the Poisson brackets of g and
j. This is a long computation because we wish to express the result in terms of
G alone. For this we need to use the modified Yang-Baxter equation for rm. We
also compute the Poisson bracket of G with its monodromy, which is immediate
since j commutes with γ. The results are the following:
{G1X , G2Y } =
1
2
G1XG2Y rm12δ
2
XY +
1
2
(rc12 + C12ε
2
XY )G1XG2Y , (6.4)
{G1X , γ2} = (rc+γ2 − γ2rc−)G1X , (6.5)
{γ1, γ2} = rc
+γ1γ2 − γ1rc
+γ2 − γ2rc
−γ1 + γ1γ2rc
− (6.6)
where the Dirac and sign distributions δ2 and ε2 are defined in the appendix.
Let us comment on this Poisson bracket. First we may verify that in the N = 1
limit, we recover the Poisson bracket of g since the first term in the right-hand
side of eq.(6.4) vanishes. Then we note that two different r-matrices appear. The
first one rc is already present at the bosonic level, while the second one rm only
comes from the N = 2 constraints. As we shall see later, this last r-matrix is still
present in the Poisson brackets of the currents. Finally, notice that in eq.(6.4)
the group elements are on the left of rm and, as usual, on the right of rc. As
a consequence, this Poisson bracket is not invariant under arbitrary right or left
translations.
The verification of the Jacobi identity turns out not to require the use of the
constraints (5.8) on G, or the use of r2m = 1. Indeed the Jacobi identity just
requires rm and rc to be solutions of the modified Yang-Baxter equation. More
precisely in the sum of circular permutations the terms containing both rm and rc
vanish. Then, the terms containing rm only give, using the modified Yang-Baxter
equation
1
4
G1XG2YG3Z [C12, C13]δ
2
XY δ
2
XZ . (6.7)
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In contrast to the bosonic and N = 1 cases, the sum of the terms containing rc
and/or C does not vanish. It gives as in eq.(2.8)
1
4
(ε2XY ε
2
XZ + ε
2
Y Zε
2
Y X + ε
2
ZXε
2
ZY − 1)[C12, C13]G1XG2YG3Z , (6.8)
which, using the property (A.10) of the (2, 0) sign distribution, becomes
−
1
4
[C12, C13]G1XG2YG3Zδ
2
XY δ
2
XZ . (6.9)
Since C is the Casimir operator, the sum of the two terms in eq.(6.7) and eq.(6.9)
vanishes.
6.2 Poisson brackets of the currents
We can now compute the Poisson bracket of the currents. If A(X) is some Lie
algebra valued superfield, we define its “covariant derivative” by
DA = G−1D(GAG−1)G = DA+ [J,A] (6.10)
Since rm12 = 2rm
±
12 ∓ C12 we may rewrite (6.4) as
{G1X , G2Y } = G1XG2Y rm
±
12δ
2
XY +
1
2
[
rc12 + C12(ε
2
XY ∓ δ
2
XY )
]
G1XG2Y .
Using the property eq.(A.11) of the sign distribution, one finds
{J1X , G2Y } = G2YD1X(rm
+
12δ
2
XY ), (6.11)
{J1X , J2Y } = −D2YD1X(rm
+
12δ
2
XY ), (6.12)
{J1X , J¯2Y } = −D¯2YD1X(rm
+
12δ
2
XY ), (6.13)
{J¯1X , J¯2Y } = −D¯2Y D¯1X(rm
−
12δ
2
XY ). (6.14)
More explicitly, expanding the covariant derivatives in these expressions we get
{J1X , J2Y } = [J1X , rm
+
12]DY δ
2
XY − [J2Y , rm
+
12]DXδ
2
XY
+[J1Y , [J2Y , rm
+
12]]δ
2
XY , (6.15)
{J1X , J¯2Y } = [J1X , rm
+
12]D¯Y δ
2
XY − [J¯2Y , rm
+
12]DXδ
2
XY
+[J1Y , [J¯2Y , rm
+
12]]δ
2
XY − rm
+
12D¯YDXδ
2
XY . (6.16)
Notice that these Poisson brackets are by construction compatible with the non-
linear constraints (5.18). For what concerns the linear constraints (5.19), al-
though they are not needed to verify the Jacobi identity, they are also compatible
with the Poisson brackets. This means that the Poisson bracket of any function
of the phase space variables G with the constraints vanishes when the constraints
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are applied. Note finally that there is no central term in the Poisson bracket of
two J ′s since D2 = 0.
In order to recover the results of [21], we need to suppose that the currents
are constrained by (5.19), and also that r2m = 1. We denote by Ta, (respectively
by Ta¯), a basis of G+, (G−). Then we have rm
+
12 = T
e¯ ⊗ Te¯ = Te ⊗ T e. The
linear constraints (5.19) then translate into J = JaTa, J¯ = J¯
a¯Ta¯. The non-linear
constraints (5.18) become
DJa = −
1
2
fabcJ
bJc and D¯J¯ a¯ = −
1
2
f a¯b¯c¯J¯
b¯J¯ c¯ (6.17)
which correspond to the constraints in [21]. Then, from eqs.(6.15,6.16), we find
{JaX , J
b
Y } = −f
ab
cJ
c
YDXδ
2
XY + f
a
ecf
be
dJ
c
Y J
d
Y δ
2
XY , (6.18)
{JaX , J¯
b¯
Y } = −g
ab¯D¯YDXδ
2
XY + f
ab¯
cJ
c
Y D¯Xδ
2
XY
− fabc¯J¯
c¯
YDXδ
2
XY + f
b¯
c¯ef
ac¯
dJ
d
Y J¯
e¯
Y δ
2
XY , (6.19)
which correspond to the classical limit of the operator product expansions derived
in [21].
There exists another interesting way of writing the Poisson brackets of the
currents. Again we do not suppose neither that the currents are constrained
nor that r2m = 1. For any functional F of the currents we define the functional
derivative with respect to J as
δF ≡
∫
dYctr
δF
δJY
δJY and DY (
δF
δJY
) = 0 (6.20)
The integration is over the chiral superspace V c. With such a definition, the
Grassmann parity of the derivative δF
δJX
is the same as that of the functional F .
We have in particular
δJa(X)
δJY
= DY
(
T aδ2XY
)
. (6.21)
Similar definitions may be given for the functional derivative with respect to J¯ .
The Poisson brackets (6.12-6.14) may then be written for two functionals F (J, J¯)
and H(J, J¯) as
{F (J, J¯), H(J, J¯)} =
∫
dY tr
[
δF
δJY
r+m(
δH
δJY
+
δH
δJ¯Y
) +
δF
δJ¯Y
r−m(
δH
δJY
+
δH
δJ¯Y
)
]
.
(6.22)
It is interesting to study the properties of the Poisson bracket in this formalism.
In order to demonstrate the graded antisymmetry, we need the identity
trDY
(
δF
δJY
δH
δJY
)
= 0 (6.23)
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which follows easily from the definition eq.(6.20) of the functional derivative.
Then we use the antisymmetry of the r-matrix rm, which leads to tr(Ar
+
m(B)) =
−tr(r−m(A)B). The Jacobi identity follows from the modified Yang-Baxter equa-
tion of rm and from the property:[
δ
δJ1Y
,
δ
δJ2Z
]
= −
[
C12,
δ
δJ1Y
]
δ2Y Z (6.24)
that can be proved for example on Ja(X).
6.3 N = 2 superconformal generator
The infinitesimal action of the N = 2 superconformal group on the phase space
variables G is
δG = (κ∂ +DκD¯ + D¯κD)G, ∂−−κ = 0. (6.25)
This action preserves the constraints eq.(5.19). It is known to be generated
through the Poisson bracket (6.4) by the superconformal tensor T = tr(J (+)J¯ (−)).
Here we shall show a little more, which is that T also defines an action of the
superconformal group in the extended phase space obtained by relaxing the con-
straints eq.(5.19). However, this action differs from eq.(6.25). We give below the
general idea of the proof. Let us consider the transformations
δκGX ≡ tr1
∫
dY κY {J
(+)
1Y J¯
(−)
1Y , G2X} (6.26)
As a first step we find
G−1δκG = D¯(κJ
(+))−D(κJ¯ (−)) + κ{J (+), J¯}(+) + κ{J, J¯ (−)}(−), (6.27)
which we can write as
G−1δκG = (D¯κJ +DκJ¯ + κG
−1∂G) + βκ. (6.28)
The first term corresponds to the N = 2 superconformal transformation (6.25)
of a scalar superfield. The supplementary term
βκ ≡ D¯(κJ
(−))−D(κJ¯ (+)) + κ{J (−), J¯ (+)} (6.29)
vanishes in the constrained theory. After some algebra we find for the variations
of J (+) and J¯ (−)
δκJ
(+) = (DκD¯J (+) + D¯κDJ (+) +DD¯κJ (+) + κ∂J (+)) + µκ, (6.30)
δκJ¯
(−) = (DκD¯J¯ (−) + D¯κDJ¯ (−) + D¯DκJ¯ (−) + κ∂J¯ (−)) + µ¯κ, (6.31)
where
µκ ≡ [J
(+), βκ]
(+) + κ[{J (+), J (−)}(−), J¯ (+)](+), (6.32)
µ¯κ ≡ −[J¯
(−), βκ]
(−) − κ[J (−), {J¯ (+), J¯ (−)}(+)](−). (6.33)
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We can easily check that in the variation of T the sum trµκJ¯
(−)+trJ(+)µ¯κ vanishes
and therefore we find the usual transformation of the superconformal tensor
δκT = ∂κT +DκD¯T + D¯κDT + κ∂T. (6.34)
Taking as the Hamiltonian H ≡
∫
dX T , the equation of motion in the con-
strained theory is ∂−−G = 0.
6.4 Loop group and Poisson-Lie symmetries
We now show that the loop group transformations described in (5.29) are gener-
ated by J ≡ D[(θ − θ¯)J ] and J¯ ≡ D¯[(θ − θ¯)J¯ ]. Let us concentrate on J , which
is a chiral superfield and verifies J (−) = 0. We consider the charge
Q[ω(−)] =
∫
dXc trω
(−)
XJX, (6.35)
where ω(−) is a chiral superfield, Dω(−) = 0, satisfying moreover ∂−−ω
(−) = 0. It
generates the variation δGX = {Q[ω(−)], GX} which may be written successively
δGX = tr1
∫
dYcDY [ω
(−)
1Yc(η − η¯){J1Y , G2X}], (6.36)
= tr1
∫
dY ω(−)1Yc(η − η¯){J1Y , G2X}, (6.37)
= GXtr1
∫
dY ω(−)1Yc(η − η¯)D1Y (rm
+
12δ
2
XY ). (6.38)
After integration by parts, we finally obtain
δG = G(ω(−) − (θ − θ¯)r−m[J, ω
(−)]) (6.39)
which is identical to eq.(5.29). Let us check that this transformation is a sym-
metry of the N = 2 chiral WZNW model. We compute the variation of the
hamiltonian H . Under a general transformation δG = GΩ we have
δH =
∫
dXtr(DΩ(+)J¯ (−) + J (+)D¯Ω(−)). (6.40)
In the particular case Ω = ω(−) − (θ − θ¯)r−m[J, ω
(−)], it becomes after a short
calculation
δH =
∫
dXtrD¯ω(−)J . (6.41)
The last step is to extract one spinor derivative D from the measure, and use
DD¯ω(−) = ∂ω(−) = ∂
∂t
ω(−) to write
δH =
∫
dXctr(
∂
∂t
ω(−))J , (6.42)
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which is equivalent to the conservation of the charge Q[ω(−)].
Since G and its monodromy have the same Poisson brackets as in the bosonic
and N = 1 cases, the N = 2 chiral WZNW model admits a Poisson-Lie symmetry
corresponding to the left action of GPL. It is still generated by the monodromy.
If we now consider the model without the constraints eq.(5.19) on the currents,
there exists also a right action G(X) → G(X)h(X) of the infinite Poisson-Lie
group with the Poisson structure
{h1X , h2Y } ≡ [h1Xh2Y , rm12] δ
2
XY . (6.43)
This is just the Sklyanin bracket induced by rm, extended to N = 2 superfields.
Conclusion
This article was originally conceived as a small step towards a better understand-
ing of the geometry and symmetries of supersymmetric non-linear sigma models
with torsion, using the important example of the WZNW model. Although some
of the original goals such as an explicitly supersymmetric action principle have
not been fulfilled, we met with the interesting fact that a structure typical of
integrable systems, namely an r-matrix, appears in this model as a consequence
of a supersymmetry requirement. It seems reasonable to hope that some of the
techniques developped in the context of integrable models should prove useful
here as well. We intend to continue this study, in particular in the quantum case.
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Appendix
In this appendix we define the generalizations of the Dirac and sign distributions
for the (1, 0) and (2, 0) superspaces. We denote respectively by δi and εi the
Dirac and sign distributions for the (i, 0) superspace. Let us recall first that the
bosonic sign distribution satisfies the quadratic equation
ε0xyε
0
xz + ε
0
yzε
0
yx + ε
0
zxε
0
zy = 1. (A.1)
The (1, 0)-Dirac distribution is δ1xy ≡ δ
0
xy(θ
+
1 − η
+
1 ). The (1, 0) sign distribution
ε1 is required to be invariant under supersymmetry, and to satisfy the equations
D1+xε
1
xy = 2δ
1
xy, ε
1
xy = −ε
1
yx (A.2)
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It is easily shown that this system determines ε1 to be
ε1xy = D
1
+x
(ε0xy(θ
+
1 − η
+
1 )). (A.3)
It satisfies the following properties
ε1xy|θ+
1
,η+
1
=0 = ε
0
xy, (A.4)
ε1xyε
1
xz + ε
1
yzε
1
yx + ε
1
zxε
1
zy = 1. (A.5)
The (2, 0)-Dirac distribution is defined as
δ2XY ≡ δ
0
xy(θ
+ − η+)(θ¯+ − η¯+) = −2δ0xy(θ
+
1 − η
+
1 )(θ
+
2 − η
+
2 ) (A.6)
such that
∫
dxdθ¯+dθ+δ2XY f(x, θ
+, θ¯+) = f(y, η+, η¯+) and δ2XY = δ
2
Y X . The (2, 0)
sign distribution is required to be invariant under supersymmetry, and to solve
the system of equations
D1+Xε
2
XY = D
2
+X
δ2XY , D
2
+X
ε2XY = D
1
+X
δ2XY , ε
2
XY = −ε
2
Y X . (A.7)
As in the (1, 0) case this system fixes ε2 to be
ε2XY =
1
2
[D+X , D+X ](ε
0
xy(θ
+ − η+)(θ¯+ − η¯+)) (A.8)
It verifies the properties:
ε2XY |θ+
1
,η+
1
=0 = ε
1
xy, (A.9)
ε2XY ε
2
XZ + ε
2
Y Zε
2
Y X + ε
2
ZXε
2
ZY = 1− δ
2
XY δ
2
XZ . (A.10)
D+X(ε
2
XY + δ
2
XY ) = 0, D+X(ε
2
XY − δ
2
XY ) = 0. (A.11)
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